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Teaching Sociology Successfully is a comprehensive guide to teaching, learning and delivering sociology, not only with success
but with confidence. Carefully combing insightful anecdotes and practical ideas with key theoretical concepts on planning, learning
styles and assessment, this book is an essential tool for both new and experienced teachers of sociology. Each chapter focuses
on a particular aspect of the teaching and learning process – from preparing to teach the subject for the first time to measuring
student progress over time – in an approachable yet rigorous way. This practical guide will help you to: improve your knowledge of
specifications and syllabuses at GCSE and AS/A Level; provide the best pedagogic approaches for teaching sociology; think about
learning styles, skills and capacities in relation to teaching sociology; gain practical ideas and activities for improving student’s
argumentation, evaluation and essay writing skills; apply strategies for teaching abstract sociological theories and concepts; make
the teaching of research methods engaging and interesting; deal with practical issues such as planning and assessing learning;
encourage students’ independent learning and revision; connect ICT, social networking websites and the mass media to further
students’ sociological knowledge; tackle the thorny issues of politics and controversial topics. Drawing on the author’s own
experiences, Teaching Sociology Successfully helps readers to identify, unpack and negotiate challenges common to those
teaching sociology. Complete with a variety of pedagogical resources, it provides tasks and further reading to support CPD and
reflective practice. This book will be an invaluable tool for students on PGCE social science training courses, as well as School
Direct candidates and undergraduates studying BEds in similar fields.
Written by Anne Brown, this AQA AS Sociology Student Unit Guide is the essential study companion for Unit 1: Families and
Households.This full-colour book includes all you need to know to prepare for your unit exam: clear guidance on the content of the
unit, with topic summaries, knowledge check questions and a quick-reference index examiner's advice throughout, so you will
know what to expect in the exam and will be able to demonstrate the skills required exam-style questions, with graded student
responses, so you can see clearly what is required to get a better grade
AQA Sociology BRILLIANT EXAM NOTES: Crime and DevianceThis book covers the following topic for the AQA A-level sociology
(Year 2): Crime and Deviance. Each section contains all the information that you will need for the AQA sociology exam. At the end
of each section, we provide a comprehensive list of exam questions. These eBooks have been written by examiners and
experienced teachers using their expertise to help students achieve the best possible grade in their exam. These exam notes have
been carefully written using student friendly language and a layout that students will find easy to understand. Each topic has been
broken down into exam notes which are more concise than general sociology text books but more comprehensive than standard
revision guides.This content in this book follows the latest AQA sociology specification. DescriptionHow to get an A*DEAL
EFFECTIVELY WITH THE EVALUATION PART OF THE EXAM: Contrary to popular belief, learning and memorising lots of facts
and theories will not get you a grade A or B in your exam. To achieve the highest grades possible, the exam requires you to be
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able to 'analyse' and 'evaluate' sociological knowledge, this does not mean jotting down a few brief criticisms at the end of your
essay. The analysis and evaluation that you make, needs to be expanded upon and explained in an effective manner. With this in
mind, we have written a lot of the evaluation points using the three-step-rule: identify, expand and conclude. We have done this for
you in this book to demonstrate what a 'developed' evaluation point looks like. Please try and remember this technique and
demonstrate it in your exam to achieve the highest grade possible. LOTS OF EXAM QUESTIONS: We have given you lots of
exam questions at the end of each exam note to practise. We have covered most of the different types of questions you may be
asked for each topic both at AS and at A Level. If you are taking the A level course, it is a good way of testing and practising both
your knowledge and examination skills. You may realise some of the questions require the same answers, but are worded
differently, this was deliberate, just so you are familiar with the different way the questions could be worded.
The second edition of Browne, Blundell, Law and Whalley’s widely used textbook has been extensively revised to fully satisfy the
AQA’s A2 sociology specification. The book combines sociological rigour and accessibility in a way unrivalled by any other book
at this level. Drawing on insights from recent examiners’ reports and mark schemes, and restructuring the materials to follow more
closely the A2 specification and the AQA’s recommended scheme of work, the new edition also includes: up-to-date discussions
of a wide range of recent sociological data and debates; extra exam-style questions on every specification topic; special sections
on research methods in the chapters on crime and deviance, and stratification and differentiation; full-colour photographs,
diagrams and cartoons, to bring ideas to life and fire students' imaginations; a dedicated website at www.politybooks.com/browne,
with resources for teachers and additional material designed to help students revise or research themes in the book. Key
sociological terms are systematically highlighted throughout the text and are included in a comprehensive glossary, with thoughtful
questions and activities at important points within the chapters to develop and test students' understanding further. Pitched at
exactly the right level for the AQA A2 sociology specification, the book provides all the tools necessary to help students achieve
top grades and encourage them to take their study of sociology further. Following on from the accompanying Sociology for AS
AQA, this is the perfect resource for success in sociology.
AQA SOCIOLOGY BRILLIANT EXAM NOTES: EDUCATION WITH RESEARCH METHODS This book covers the following topic
for the AQA A-level sociology (Year 1 and 2): Education with Research Methods (including in Context). Each section contains all
the information that you will need for the AQA sociology exam. At the end of each section, we provide a comprehensive list of
exam questions. These books have been written by examiners and experienced teachers using their expertise to help students
achieve the best possible grade in their exam. These exam notes have been carefully written using student friendly language and
a layout that students will find easy to understand. Each topic has been broken down into exam notes which are more concise
than general sociology text books but more comprehensive than standard revision guides. This content in this book follows the
latest AQA sociology specification. HOW TO GET AN A*: DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH THE EVALUATION PART OF THE EXAM
Contrary to popular belief, learning and memorising lots of facts and theories will not get you a grade A or B in your exam. To
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achieve the highest grades possible, the exam requires you to be able to 'analyse' and 'evaluate' sociological knowledge, this does
not mean jotting down a few brief criticisms at the end of your essay. The analysis and evaluation that you make, needs to be
expanded upon and explained in an effective manner. With this in mind, we have written a lot of the evaluation points using the
three-step-rule: identify, expand and conclude. We have done this for you in this book to demonstrate what a 'developed'
evaluation point looks like. Please try and remember this technique and demonstrate it in your exam to achieve the highest grade
possible. LOTS OF EXAM QUESTIONS We have given you lots of exam questions at the end of each exam note to practise. We
have covered most of the different types of questions you may be asked for each topic both at AS and at A Level. If you are taking
the A level course, it is a good way of testing and practising both your knowledge and examination skills. You may realise some of
the questions require the same answers, but are worded differently, this was deliberate, just so you are familiar with the different
way the questions could be worded.
Exam Board: AQA Level: A-level Subject: Sociology First teaching: September 2015 First exam: June 2017 Need more exam
practice? Letts will get you through your A-Level exam.
-- Designed specifically for AS-level sociology courses- Comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of the AQA specificationIncludes activities designed to develop the knowledge, skills and understanding of students- Chapters end with an exam question
from AQA past papers, and suggestions for coursework- Chapter summaries outline the key points to help students check their
understanding- Key terms are highlighted in the text and explained in an excellent glossary- Cartoons, tables, figures and
photographs enliven and reinforce the text.This new introductory textbook assumes no previous knowledge of sociology. It is
intended for all those studying AS-level courses, and adopts a readable, accessible and student-friendly style. Introducing
Sociology: for AS levelprovides clear and concise but thorough and comprehensive coverage of the key areas of sociology
covered at AS-level. It includes chapters on the family, health, the mass media, education, wealth, welfare and poverty, work and
leisure and sociological methods.The author's previous book, An Introduction to Sociology, rapidly established itself as one of the
leading textbooks for GCSE Sociology, and was described by the AQA Chief Examiner as 'setting the standard for textbooks at
this level'.This new book will prove indispensable to all those studying AS-level sociology, as well as those on Access, Health and
Social Care, and vocational courses of all kinds which contain a sociological component.Ken Browneis a Lecturer in Sociology at
North Warwickshire and Hinckley College.
Reinforce understanding of the content examined in A-level Paper 1: Education with Theory and Methods, including Education,
Methods in context, and Theory and methods. Packed full of clear topic summaries, knowledge check questions and sample examstyle questions and answers with commentaries, this guide will help students aim for and achieve the highest grades. This Student
Guide will help to: - Identify key content for the exams with our concise coverage of topics - Avoid common pitfalls with clear
definitions and exam tips throughout - Reinforce learning with bullet-list summaries at the end of each section - Test knowledge
with rapid-fire knowledge check questions and answers - Find out what examiners are looking for with our Questions & Answers
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section

Reinforce understanding of the two most popular options for A-level Paper 2: Topics in Sociology, including Families and
Households, and Beliefs in Society. Packed full of clear topic summaries, knowledge check questions and sample examstyle questions and answers with commentaries, this guide will help students aim for and achieve the highest grades.
This Student Guide will help to: - Identify key content for the exams with our concise coverage of topics - Avoid common
pitfalls with clear definitions and exam tips throughout - Reinforce learning with bullet-list summaries at the end of each
section - Test knowledge with rapid-fire knowledge check questions and answers - Find out what examiners are looking
for with our Questions & Answers section
Written by senior examiners, Emma Jones and Marsha Jones, this AQA AS Sociology Student Unit Guide is the essential
study companion for Unit 2: Education and Sociological Methods.This full-colour book includes all you need to know to
prepare for your unit exam: clear guidance on the content of the unit, with topic summaries, knowledge check questions
and a quick-reference index examiner's advice throughout, so you will know what to expect in the exam and will be able
to demonstrate the skills required exam-style questions, with graded student responses, so you can see clearly what is
required to get a better grade
AQA SOCIOLOGY BRILLIANT EXAM NOTES: FAMILIES AND HOUSEHOLDS This book covers the following topic for
the AQA A-level sociology: Families and Households. Each section contains all the information that you will need for the
AQA sociology exam. At the end of each section, we provide a comprehensive list of exam questions. These books have
been written by examiners and experienced teachers using their expertise to help students achieve the best possible
grade in their exam. These exam notes have been carefully written using student friendly language and a layout that
students will find easy to understand. Each topic has been broken down into exam notes which are more concise than
general sociology text books but more comprehensive than standard revision guides. This content in this book follows the
latest AQA sociology specification. HOW TO GET AN A*: DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH THE EVALUATION PART OF
THE EXAM Contrary to popular belief, learning and memorising lots of facts and theories will not get you a grade A or B
in your exam. To achieve the highest grades possible, the exam requires you to be able to 'analyse' and 'evaluate'
sociological knowledge, this does not mean jotting down a few brief criticisms at the end of your essay. The analysis and
evaluation that you make, needs to be expanded upon and explained in an effective manner. With this in mind, we have
written a lot of the evaluation points using the three-step-rule: identify, expand and conclude. We have done this for you
in this book to demonstrate what a 'developed' evaluation point looks like. Please try and remember this technique and
demonstrate it in your exam to achieve the highest grade possible. LOTS OF EXAM QUESTIONS We have given you
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lots of exam questions at the end of each exam note to practise. We have covered most of the different types of
questions you may be asked for each topic both at AS and at A Level. If you are taking the A level course, it is a good
way of testing and practising both your knowledge and examination skills. You may realise some of the questions require
the same answers, but are worded differently, this was deliberate, just so you are familiar with the different way the
questions could be worded.
Especially created by three experienced examiners and authors involved in the AQA and OCR specifications, this series
has been developed using their teaching and learning experiences of the specifications. This ground-breaking set of
resources encapsulates the knowledge, understanding and skills required for the AS exam.
AQA GCSE Sociology is the only resource to have been developed with and exclusively endorsed by AQA for the new
2009 specification. With a real focus on tracking individual progress, you can improve your studentsa chance of exam
success.
This is an all-in-one revision guide and exam practice workbook for Key Stage 4. Written by experienced test markers, it
shows how each student can follow their level, test their knowledge, check their answers and improve.
AQA Sociology BRILLIANT EXAM NOTES: Education and Research Methods (with method in context)This book covers
the following topic for the AQA AS and A-level sociology (Year 1): Education and Research Methods (with method in
context). Each section contains all the information that you will need for the AQA sociology exam. At the end of each
section, we provide a comprehensive list of exam questions. These eBooks have been written by examiners and
experienced teachers using their expertise to help students achieve the best possible grade in their exam. These exam
notes have been carefully written using student friendly language and a layout that students will find easy to understand.
Each topic has been broken down into exam notes which are more concise than general sociology text books but more
comprehensive than standard revision guides.This content in this book follows the latest AQA sociology specification.
DescriptionHow to get an A*DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH THE EVALUATION PART OF THE EXAM: Contrary to popular
belief, learning and memorising lots of facts and theories will not get you a grade A or B in your exam. To achieve the
highest grades possible, the exam requires you to be able to 'analyse' and 'evaluate' sociological knowledge, this does
not mean jotting down a few brief criticisms at the end of your essay. The analysis and evaluation that you make, needs
to be expanded upon and explained in an effective manner. With this in mind, we have written a lot of the evaluation
points using the three-step-rule: identify, expand and conclude. We have done this for you in this book to demonstrate
what a 'developed' evaluation point looks like. Please try and remember this technique and demonstrate it in your exam
to achieve the highest grade possible. LOTS OF EXAM QUESTIONS: We have given you lots of exam questions at the
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end of each exam note to practise. We have covered most of the different types of questions you may be asked for each
topic both at AS and at A Level. If you are taking the A level course, it is a good way of testing and practising both your
knowledge and examination skills. You may realise some of the questions require the same answers, but are worded
differently, this was deliberate, just so you are familiar with the different way the questions could be worded.
Build student understanding with this concept-drive approach to the AQA AS and A-level Sociology specifications. It will
help them develop the skills to evaluate theories and research, and the knowledge to master sociological topics. Written
by a team of leading sociology authors, this Year 2 textbook is approved by AQA for the 2015 AS and A-level Sociology
specification. - Feel confident that the content for their course is covered in a clear and accessible way - Develop their
knowledge and understanding with up-to-date features on key topics - Strengthen their learning and revision with plenty
of practice and extension questions - Build important sociological skills with practical activities
The essential revision guide for AS and 1st-year A level Sociology from trusted and best-selling author Ken Browne. This indispensable book
provides everything you need to revise for the exams, with a clear topic-by-topic layout to recap key theories and central ideas. The revision
guide maps perfectly onto Ken Browne’s Sociology for AQA Volume 1 with each topic cross-referenced to the main textbook so you can
revisit any sections you need to. The book includes a guide to exam questions – and how to answer them – with sample worked answers
showing how to achieve top marks. All specification options are covered, with exam tips throughout the book. With this revision guide to take
you through the exam and Sociology for AQA Volume 1 to develop your sociological imagination, Ken Browne provides the complete
resource for success in sociology. See also Sociology for AQA Revision Guide 2 for the 2nd-year A level coverage, and visit
www.politybooks.com/browne for extra resources.
AQA SOCIOLOGY EXAM NOTES BOOK 1: FOR A-LEVEL (YEAR 1) & AS LEVEL Book 1 covers the following topics for the AQA AS and Alevel sociology (Year 1): Education, Research Methods and Families and Household. Each section contains all the information that you will
need for the AQA sociology exam. At the end of each section, we provide a comprehensive list of exam questions. These books have been
written by examiners and experienced teachers using their expertise to help students achieve the best possible grade in their exam. These
exam notes have been carefully written using student friendly language and a layout that students will find easy to understand. Each topic
has been broken down into exam notes which are more concise than general sociology text books but more comprehensive than standard
revision guides. This content in this book follows the latest AQA sociology specification. HOW TO GET AN A* DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH
THE EVALUATION PART OF THE EXAM Contrary to popular belief, learning and memorising lots of facts and theories will not get you a
grade A or B in your exam. To achieve the highest grades possible, the exam requires you to be able to 'analyse' and 'evaluate' sociological
knowledge, this does not mean jotting down a few brief criticisms at the end of your essay. The analysis and evaluation that you make, needs
to be expanded upon and explained in an effective manner. With this in mind, we have written a lot of the evaluation points using the threestep-rule: identify, expand and conclude. We have done this for you in this book to demonstrate what a 'developed' evaluation point looks like.
Please try and remember this technique and demonstrate it in your exam to achieve the highest grade possible. LOTS OF EXAM
QUESTIONS We have given you lots of exam questions at the end of each exam note to practise. We have covered most of the different
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types of questions you may be asked for each topic both at AS and at A Level. If you are taking the A level course, it is a good way of testing
and practising both your knowledge and examination skills. You may realise some of the questions require the same answers, but are worded
differently, this was deliberate, just so you are familiar with the different way the questions could be worded.
AQA Sociology BRILLIANT EXAM NOTES: Theory and MethodsThis book covers the following topic for the AQA A-level sociology (Year 2):
Theory and Methods. Each section contains all the information that you will need for the AQA sociology exam. At the end of each section, we
provide a comprehensive list of exam questions. These eBooks have been written by examiners and experienced teachers using their
expertise to help students achieve the best possible grade in their exam. These exam notes have been carefully written using student friendly
language and a layout that students will find easy to understand. Each topic has been broken down into exam notes which are more concise
than general sociology text books but more comprehensive than standard revision guides.This content in this book follows the latest AQA
sociology specification. DescriptionHow to get an A*DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH THE EVALUATION PART OF THE EXAM: Contrary to
popular belief, learning and memorising lots of facts and theories will not get you a grade A or B in your exam. To achieve the highest grades
possible, the exam requires you to be able to 'analyse' and 'evaluate' sociological knowledge, this does not mean jotting down a few brief
criticisms at the end of your essay. The analysis and evaluation that you make, needs to be expanded upon and explained in an effective
manner. With this in mind, we have written a lot of the evaluation points using the three-step-rule: identify, expand and conclude. We have
done this for you in this book to demonstrate what a 'developed' evaluation point looks like. Please try and remember this technique and
demonstrate it in your exam to achieve the highest grade possible. LOTS OF EXAM QUESTIONS: We have given you lots of exam questions
at the end of each exam note to practise. We have covered most of the different types of questions you may be asked for each topic both at
AS and at A Level. If you are taking the A level course, it is a good way of testing and practising both your knowledge and examination skills.
You may realise some of the questions require the same answers, but are worded differently, this was deliberate, just so you are familiar with
the different way the questions could be worded.
Exam Board: AQA Level & Subject: AS Sociology First teaching: September 2015 First exams: June 2016 AQA approved
Exam Board: AQALevel & Subject: GCSE (9-1) Sociology (7191, 7192)First teaching: September 2017 First exams: June 2019Exam practice
for the new, more challenging AQA GCSE (9-1) Sociology specification.Written by practising teachers and examiners, this pack provides six
complete exam papers to help your students practise the new question formats. Answers, indicative content and a range of sample
responses will support your marking and allow you to assess progress with ease throughout the course.*A detailed introduction provides
sample answers for each question type to represent Grade 4/5 and Grade 8/9 achievement.*Tips and worked examples to help students
improve their exam performance.*Readymade answers and indicative content can be used with students to assess their own work.*All the
content is also provided in PDF form for you to print and share with your classes.
Exam Board: AQA Level & Subject: A level Sociology First teaching: September 2015 First exams: June 2016 AQA approved
Exam Board: AQA Level: GCSE 9-1 Subject: Sociology First Teaching: September 2017; First Exams: June 2019 This Collins AQA Sociology
GCSE 9-1 Workbook contains topic-based questions as well as a full practice paper and answers. With lots of realistic practice opportunities
for a variety of different exam-style questions.
Written by experienced teacher Dave O'Leary, this Student Guide for Sociology: - Identifies the key content you need to know with a concise
summary of topics examined in the AS and A-level specifications - Enables you to measure your understanding with exam tips and
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knowledge check questions, with answers at the end of the guide - Helps you to improve your exam technique with sample answers to examstyle questions - Develops your independent learning skills with content you can use for further study and research
Progressively develop students subject knowledge, conceptual understanding and critical thinking skills with a wealth of targeted activities,
guidance and assessment preparation tailored to the 2017 AQA GCSE Sociology specification. - Aid understanding of the main points and
core concepts with key content summaries and accessible diagrams - Improve research skills with topical examples and methods in context
sections for every topic - Extend learning and enhance responses with extension questions, stimulus material and suggestions for further
reading - Prepare students for assessment with skills-building activities and practice questions developed for the new specification
Written by a senior examiner, Tony Lawson, this AQA A2 Sociology Student Unit Guide is the essential study companion for Unit 4: Crime
and Deviance.This full-colour book includes all you need to know to prepare for your unit exam: clear guidance on the content of the unit, with
topic summaries, knowledge check questions and a quick-reference index examiner's advice throughout, so you will know what to expect in
the exam and will be able to demonstrate the skills required exam-style questions, with graded student responses, so you can see clearly
what is required to get a better grade
Exam board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: Sociology First teaching: September 2017 First exams: Summer 2019 Target success in AQA
GCSE Sociology with this proven formula for effective, structured revision. Key content coverage is combined with exam-style tasks and
practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes,
every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate subject knowledge by
working through clear and focused content coverage - Test understanding and identify areas for improvement with regular 'Now Test
Yourself' tasks and answers - Enhance exam responses using relevant case studies for each topic - Improve exam technique through
practice questions, expert tips and examples of typical mistakes to avoid
Book 2 covers the following topics for the AQA A-level sociology (Year 2): Beliefs in Society, Crime and Deviance and Theory and Methods.
Each section contains all the information that you will need for the AQA sociology exam. At the end of each section, we provide a
comprehensive list of exam questions. These eBooks have been written by examiners and experienced teachers using their expertise to help
students achieve the best possible grade in their exam. These exam notes have been carefully written using student friendly language and a
layout that students will find easy to understand. Each topic has been broken down into exam notes which are more concise than general
sociology text books but more comprehensive than standard revision guides.This content in this book follows the latest AQA sociology
specification. DescriptionHow to get an A*DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH THE EVALUATION PART OF THE EXAM: Contrary to popular belief,
learning and memorising lots of facts and theories will not get you a grade A or B in your exam. To achieve the highest grades possible, the
exam requires you to be able to 'analyse' and 'evaluate' sociological knowledge, this does not mean jotting down a few brief criticisms at the
end of your essay. The analysis and evaluation that you make, needs to be expanded upon and explained in an effective manner. With this in
mind, we have written a lot of the evaluation points using the three-step-rule: identify, expand and conclude. We have done this for you in this
book to demonstrate what a 'developed' evaluation point looks like. Please try and remember this technique and demonstrate it in your exam
to achieve the highest grade possible. LOTS OF EXAM QUESTIONS: We have given you lots of exam questions at the end of each exam
note to practise. We have covered most of the different types of questions you may be asked for each topic both at AS and at A Level. If you
are taking the A level course, it is a good way of testing and practising both your knowledge and examination skills. You may realise some of
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the questions require the same answers, but are worded differently, this was deliberate, just so you are familiar with the different way the
questions could be worded.
Written by experienced author Joan Garrod, this Student Guide for Sociology: - Identifies the key content you need to know with a concise
summary of topics examined in the AS and A-level specifications - Enables you to measure your understanding with exam tips and
knowledge check questions, with answers at the end of the guide - Helps you to improve your exam technique with sample answers to examstyle questions - Develops your independent learning skills with content you can use for further study and research
This revision guide for A-Level Sociology is suitable for the AQA exam board. Tricky topics are broken down and explained in straightforward
terms with plenty of examples. The book also includes practice exam questions for every topic, an exam advice section and a handy glossary
of tricky terms.
This book covers the AS and First Year A-Level topics that are studied by the vast majority of students who take AQA sociology - Family and
Households, Education and Sociological Methods (including 'methods in context'). So, if you are studying the other AS options, you should
think twice before purchasing it! It provides a concise, yet comprehensive, coverage of the AQA specification. In addition it contains exercises
and exam-type questions which will help you to reinforce your knowledge and understanding of the subject, as well as practising the key skills
you will need to do well in the examination. The book is 'bang up to date' and includes contemporary research as well as classic studies, and
at the end of the book there is a section designed to help you maximise your marks in the final exam. Tony and Sue Flowers are specialist ALevel Sociology teachers with over 50 years experience (and love!) of A-level Sociology teaching and a track record of outstanding A-Level
results. Tony has been Head of Sociology in Secondary. Comprehensive and Grammar Schools as well as in an F.E. College. He has been a
Senior Examiner for AQA for a number of years and was co-author of the AQA endorsed A2 Sociology Textbook produced by Nelson
Thornes, for the previous specification. Sue was Head of Sociology at the Chaucer School, Canterbury. She has won numerous awards from
the prestigious 'Good Schools Guide' organisation for the best results in all schools in England for A-Level Sociology. The materials Sue and
Tony have developed, and used, form the basis for this book.
AQA Sociology BRILLIANT EXAM NOTES: Beliefs in SocietyThe Complete Revision and Study BookThis book covers the following topic for
the AQA A-level sociology (Year 2): Beliefs in Society. Each section contains all the information that you will need for the AQA sociology
exam. At the end of each section, we provide a comprehensive list of exam questions. These eBooks have been written by examiners and
experienced teachers using their expertise to help students achieve the best possible grade in their exam. These exam notes have been
carefully written using student friendly language and a layout that students will find easy to understand. Each topic has been broken down
into exam notes which are more concise than general sociology text books but more comprehensive than standard revision guides.This
content in this book follows the latest AQA sociology specification. DescriptionHow to get an A*DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH THE
EVALUATION PART OF THE EXAM: Contrary to popular belief, learning and memorising lots of facts and theories will not get you a grade A
or B in your exam. To achieve the highest grades possible, the exam requires you to be able to 'analyse' and 'evaluate' sociological
knowledge, this does not mean jotting down a few brief criticisms at the end of your essay. The analysis and evaluation that you make, needs
to be expanded upon and explained in an effective manner. With this in mind, we have written a lot of the evaluation points using the threestep-rule: identify, expand and conclude. We have done this for you in this book to demonstrate what a 'developed' evaluation point looks like.
Please try and remember this technique and demonstrate it in your exam to achieve the highest grade possible. LOTS OF EXAM
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QUESTIONS: We have given you lots of exam questions at the end of each exam note to practise. We have covered most of the different
types of questions you may be asked for each topic both at AS and at A Level. If you are taking the A level course, it is a good way of testing
and practising both your knowledge and examination skills. You may realise some of the questions require the same answers, but are worded
differently, this was deliberate, just so you are familiar with the different way the questions could be worded.

AQA SOCIOLOGY BRILLIANT EXAM NOTES: BOOK 2 (YEAR 2) This book covers the following topic for the AQA A-level
sociology (Year 2): Beliefs in Society, Crime and Deviance, and Theory and Methods. Each section contains all the information
that you will need for the AQA sociology exam. At the end of each section, we provide a comprehensive list of exam questions.
These books have been written by examiners and experienced teachers using their expertise to help students achieve the best
possible grade in their exam. These exam notes have been carefully written using student friendly language and a layout that
students will find easy to understand. Each topic has been broken down into exam notes which are more concise than general
sociology text books but more comprehensive than standard revision guides. This content in this book follows the latest AQA
sociology specification. HOW TO GET AN A*: DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH THE EVALUATION PART OF THE EXAM Contrary to
popular belief, learning and memorising lots of facts and theories will not get you a grade A or B in your exam. To achieve the
highest grades possible, the exam requires you to be able to 'analyse' and 'evaluate' sociological knowledge, this does not mean
jotting down a few brief criticisms at the end of your essay. The analysis and evaluation that you make, needs to be expanded
upon and explained in an effective manner. With this in mind, we have written a lot of the evaluation points using the three-steprule: identify, expand and conclude. We have done this for you in this book to demonstrate what a 'developed' evaluation point
looks like. Please try and remember this technique and demonstrate it in your exam to achieve the highest grade possible. LOTS
OF EXAM QUESTIONS We have given you lots of exam questions at the end of each exam note to practise. We have covered
most of the different types of questions you may be asked for each topic at A Level. If you are taking the A level course, it is a
good way of testing and practising both your knowledge and examination skills. You may realise some of the questions require the
same answers, but are worded differently, this was deliberate, just so you are familiar with the different way the questions could be
worded.
Reinforce understanding of the content examined in A-level Paper 3: Crime and deviance with Theory and methods. Packed full of
clear topic summaries, knowledge check questions and sample exam-style questions and answers with commentaries, this guide
will help students aim for and achieve the highest grades. This Student Guide will help to: - Identify key content for the exams with
our concise coverage of topics - Avoid common pitfalls with clear definitions and exam tips throughout - Reinforce learning with
bullet-list summaries at the end of each section - Test knowledge with rapid-fire knowledge check questions and answers - Find
out what examiners are looking for with our Questions & Answers section
Target success in sociology with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with examstyle tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge.
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With My Revision Notes, every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner Consolidate subject knowledge by working through clear and focused content coverage - Test understanding and identify areas for
improvement with regular 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and answers - Improve exam technique through practice questions, expert tips
and examples of typical mistakes to avoid - Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and answers to the practice questions
available online My Revision Notes AQA A-level Sociology includes all compulsory topics as well as the optional topics Families
and households and Beliefs in society.
Written by experienced author Joan Garrod, this Student Guide for Sociology: - Identifies the key content you need to know with a
concise summary of topics examined in the A-level specifications - Enables you to measure your understanding with exam tips
and knowledge check questions, with answers at the end of the guide - Helps you to improve your exam technique with sample
answers to exam-style questions - Develops your independent learning skills with content you can use for further study and
research
AQA Sociology BRILLIANT EXAM NOTES: Families and HouseholdsThis book covers the following topic for the AQA AS and Alevel sociology (Year 1): Families and Household. Each section contains all the information that you will need for the AQA
sociology exam. At the end of each section, we provide a comprehensive list of exam questions. These eBooks have been written
by examiners and experienced teachers using their expertise to help students achieve the best possible grade in their exam.
These exam notes have been carefully written using student friendly language and a layout that students will find easy to
understand. Each topic has been broken down into exam notes which are more concise than general sociology text books but
more comprehensive than standard revision guides.This content in this book follows the latest AQA sociology specification.
DescriptionHow to get an A*DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH THE EVALUATION PART OF THE EXAM: Contrary to popular belief,
learning and memorising lots of facts and theories will not get you a grade A or B in your exam. To achieve the highest grades
possible, the exam requires you to be able to 'analyse' and 'evaluate' sociological knowledge, this does not mean jotting down a
few brief criticisms at the end of your essay. The analysis and evaluation that you make, needs to be expanded upon and
explained in an effective manner. With this in mind, we have written a lot of the evaluation points using the three-step-rule: identify,
expand and conclude. We have done this for you in this book to demonstrate what a 'developed' evaluation point looks like. Please
try and remember this technique and demonstrate it in your exam to achieve the highest grade possible. LOTS OF EXAM
QUESTIONS: We have given you lots of exam questions at the end of each exam note to practise. We have covered most of the
different types of questions you may be asked for each topic both at AS and at A Level. If you are taking the A level course, it is a
good way of testing and practising both your knowledge and examination skills. You may realise some of the questions require the
same answers, but are worded differently, this was deliberate, just so you are familiar with the different way the questions could be
worded.
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